AFFIDAVIT OF FRED ZIPP
STATE OF TEXAS §
§
TRAVIS COUNTY §

Before me, the undersigned notary, on this day personally appeared FRED ZIPP, a person
whose identity has been established to me. Upon being duly sworn, Affiant states:
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
I have spent 39 years in daily newspaper journalism and journalism education.
From 1979 to 1984, I was a reporter and assistant city editor at the Beaumont Enterprise in
Beaumont, Texas. From 1984 to 1987, I was a sports copy editor, assistant sports editor and
assistant city editor at the Austin American-Statesman in Austin, Texas. From 1987 to 1998, I was
assistant metro editor, deputy metro editor, news editor and metro editor the Palm Beach Post in
West Palm Beach, Florida. In 1998, I returned to the American-Statesman as assistant managing
editor, managing editor, and retired as editor. Over the course of my career, I gained extensive
experience and expertise in the responsible delivery of news content to a mass media audience.
In 2012, I began teaching at the University of Texas at Austin. At the University of Texas,
I supervise a digital media initiative known as Reporting Texas which functions similarly to a
newsroom; students are the reporters, and I am their editor. I help them conceive, report and write
stories that are posted on the reportingtexas.com website. Reporting Texas focuses on often hidden
stories, using text, photos, audio and video to provide views of people and places rarely seen in
the news. As such, I continue to apply my expertise in story verification on a daily basis while
instructing students.
I have been a director and officer of the Freedom of Information Foundation of Texas and
the Headliners Foundation of Texas, an organization that promotes journalism excellence in the
state.
SCOPE OF REVIEW
In arriving at my opinions in this case, I have used the same principles and analysis as I
have used throughout my journalism career to determine whether particular images and assertions
could be responsibly published. This review included an examination of the article at issue as well
as relevant background materials. I have reviewed numerous background items, including:
•
•
•
•

News articles and internet publications about the spread of Plaintiff’s image.
Social media posts relating to Plaintiff’s image.
Various articles and social media posts from InfoWars.
Industry reference materials on general journalism practices and the ethical
publishing of images.
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BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE OF INFOWARS
Having been involved in media in Austin for 23 years, I am aware of Alex Jones and
InfoWars, although I felt no need to pay close attention to either one before agreeing to review the
article in this lawsuit. Nonetheless, I was aware of InfoWars’ extremely poor reputation in the
media industry with respect to the reliability of the information it publishes. I have considered
InfoWars’ history only to the extent of concluding that InfoWars should be conscious of the
criticism over its reliability.
After I asked to review the events of this lawsuit, I have spent a significant amount of time
reading articles on InfoWars.com and reviewing audio and video recordings posted on the site.
While the site purports to be a news and information operation, it is actually a propaganda outlet
for Mr. Jones’ theories about a global conspiracy to control and enslave the world’s population. In
Mr. Jones’ views, communists are active participants in the conspiracy, and depriving citizens of
access to firearms is a tactic used in enslaving the population.
EXERCISING REASONABLE CARE IN MASS MEDIA
According to the American Press Institute, “Journalism is the activity of gathering,
assessing, creating, and presenting news and information. It is also the product of these activities.”
“Journalism can be distinguished from other activities and products by certain identifiable
characteristics and practices. These elements not only separate journalism from other forms of
communication, they are what make it indispensable to democratic societies.” 1
Further, API states, the value of journalism “flows from its purpose, to provide people with
verified information they can use to make better decisions, and its practices, the most important of
which is a systematic process – a discipline of verification – that journalists use to find not just the
facts, but also the ‘truth about the facts.’” 2 What sets journalism apart from other forms of
communication, then, is the deliberate, disciplined practice of verification that the information it
provides the public is accurate.
Identifying a person as a suspect in a mass shooting is perhaps the most serious and
damaging accusation that could be leveled against an individual. Most news organizations would
report such an accusation only if it came from a clearly identified source involved in the
investigation of the shooting. Similarly, most news organizations would publish an image of a
person identified as a suspect in a mass shooting only if the image came from a clearly identified
source involved in the investigation. Identifying a suspect or publishing an image of a suspect
based on sources unrelated to an investigation would require the highest level of diligence in
verifying accuracy. A publisher should take appropriate steps to verify the following:
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https://www.americanpressinstitute.org/journalism-essentials/what-is-journalism/
https://www.americanpressinstitute.org/journalism-essentials/what-is-journalism/makes-journalism-differentforms-communication/
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•
•
•
•

Has a bona fide allegation been made against the individual?
Who made the allegation?
What is the basis for the allegation?
Are the accuser and the basis for the allegation credible?

Publishers must take into account the significance of a news event when considering the
consequences of a false accusation. The consequences of a false accusation are enormous when
the event is subject to global attention. The desire to report as rapidly as possible on a breaking
news event does not change a publisher’s obligation to report only the facts and to avoid making
false accusations of criminal conduct. Publishers understand that using the image of an innocent
person as a mass murderer can expose that person to hatred, contempt, ridicule, or harassment.
Among the references I reviewed in this case is an industry publication entitled Verification
Handbook: An Ultimate Guideline on Digital Age Sourcing for Emergency Coverage, edited by
Craig Silverman. The guidelines discussed in this publication confirm my opinions in this case,
and they accurately state the appropriate standard of care.
As a general rule applied to any kind of content, the Handbook states, “Verification
employs a mix of three factors:
•

“A person’s resourcefulness, persistence, skepticism and skill.”

•

“Sources’ knowledge, reliability and honesty, and the number,
variety and reliability of sources you can find and persuade to
talk.”

•

“Documentation.” 3

More specifically, in Chapter 4: Verifying Images, the Handbook states “the basic
principles of image verification remain the same” in the digital age. 4 These steps include:
•

“Establish the author/originator of the image.”

•

“Corroborate the location, date and approximate time the
image was taken.”

•

“Confirm the image is what it is labeled/suggested to be
showing.” 5
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Verification Handbook: An Ultimate Guideline on Digital Age Sourcing for Emergency Coverage, p. 17.
Id, p. 36.
5
Id, p. 36
4
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More specifically still, in a section on user-generated content (that is, content produced by a
member of a social network for other members of the network), the Verification Handbook offers
these guidelines:
•

“Start from the assumption that the content is inaccurate or been scraped, sliced,
diced, duplicated and/or reposted with different context.”

•

“Follow these steps when verifying UGC:

•



Identify and verify the original source and the content
(including location, date and approximate time).



Triangulate and challenge the source.



Obtain permission from the author/originator to use
the content (photos, videos, audio).

“Always gather information about the uploaders, and verify as much as possible
before contacting and asking them directly whether they are indeed victims,
witnesses or the creator of the content.” 6

During this process, “an important step is to use a service like Google Reverse Image
Search or TinEye.” 7 This is because “pre-existing images that have been misattributed (perhaps
the most common form of ‘fake’) can often be debunked in a few seconds through a reverse image
search.” 8
Kit Daniels identifies himself as an “editor, video journalist and social commentator” for
InfoWars.com. 9 In his declaration related to this case, he describes how he came to publish the
photo of Marcel Fontaine on InfoWars in an article titled “Reported Florida Shooter Dressed as
Communist, Supported Isis.” Mr. Daniels claims that the image was “obtained from the popular
image and web board entitled 4Chan.” He also claims he saw the image on social media, and points
to “a Twitter post by "Laguna Beach Antifa.” According to Mr. Daniels, “the publication of the
Challenged Image on 4Chan confirmed the reports.”
Mr. Daniels admits that he did not perform any of the verification steps outlined above;
apparently, he made no effort at all to verify that the image accurately portrayed the Parkland
shooter. He entirely skipped the “assessing” stage of journalistic practice as articulated by the
American Press Institute. It is reckless to ignore basic verification and publish an image without
eliminating serious doubts about its accuracy. A reporter should take the necessary steps to
“confirm that the image is what it purports to be.” 10
6

Id. at 98.
Id. at 37.
8
Id. at 45
9
Declaration of Kit Daniels, Marcel Fontaine, Plaintiff, v. Alex E. Jones, InfoWars, LLC, Free Speech Systems,
LLC and Kit Daniels, Defendants
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Verification Handbook: An Ultimate Guideline on Digital Age Sourcing for Emergency Coverage, p. 39.
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OPINION REGARDING INFOWARS’ FEBRUARY 14, 2018 ARTICLE
My review shows that Mr. Fontaine was not the Parkland shooter and that he had no
involvement with the Parkland shooting. I have been unable to locate any party making a genuine
allegation that Mr. Fontaine was the Parkland shooter.
InfoWars admits that it found the image on the website 4chan.org, though it did not
attribute the image to 4chan in its article, as standard journalism practice would dictate. 4chan is
an anonymous discussion forum with a history for fakery and internet trolling. Any competent
journalist would know there are obvious reasons to doubt the veracity of an anonymous 4chan post
as a news source.
In fact, 4chan’s reputation for fakery during national tragedies became so bad that Forbes
published an article on October 3, 2017, entitled “Google Needs to Blacklist 4chan During
National Crises.” 11 Noting how 4chan is “the Internet’s own Lord of the Flies island,” the article
explains how “[t]heir community actively seeks to spread misinformation, especially during mass
shootings.” 12 The article notes that the users of 4chan “have been engaging in this type of online
sabotage for over a decade.” 13
I have reviewed materials which indicate that Mr. Daniels personally understood 4chan’s
reliability problem. For example, on August 24, 2017, Mr. Daniels wrote an article for InfoWars
entitled “BBC Falls Victim to 4chan Trolling – MSM Caught Sound Like Idiots.” 14 Mr. Daniels
mocked the BBC, writing that the “BBC claims visiting 4Chan constitutes ‘investigative
journalism.’” 15
I conclude that more likely than not, Mr. Daniels and InfoWars entertained serious doubts
about the accuracy of the photograph found on 4chan.
Moreover, a routine reverse-image search would have revealed to Mr. Daniels that the same
photograph had been posted two days before the shooting by a 4chan troll with a Nazi flag on his
personal profile. That anonymous 4chan troll had used the image to make fun of Mr. Fontaine.
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/fruzsinaeordogh/2017/10/03/google-needs-to-blacklist-4chan-during-nationalcrises/#3a66430f3dcd
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Id.
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Id.
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https://www.infowars.com/bbc-falls-victim-to-4chan-trolling-msm-caught-sounding-like-idiots/
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Id.
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Within hours of the posting of Mr. Daniel’s story, numerous individuals online pointed
out that a reverse-image search would have revealed this 4chan post from two days earlier. A
search of the 4chan archives also would have revealed that on February 10, four days before the
shooting, Mr. Fontaine’s image was posted in response to a person asking users to “show me your
worst unironic lefty dimwits, commies, etc., you’ve found while surfing the internet/social
media.” 16

Above: Commenter on the disputed article discusses the reverse-image search result. I have
reviewed multiple examples of users drawing attention to this fact.

As noted above, an image search is a basic step in photo verification. Mr. Daniels was
aware of reverse image searching, as he included a link to a reverse image search in a story he
wrote on November 5, 2016, entitled “Read Hillary Emails to Find Child Rape Evidence.” 17

16
17

https://archive.is/snpGJ
https://staging.infowars.com/bombshell-hillary-linked-to-child-rape-network-emails-suggest/
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This is not the first time InfoWars ignored proper attribution and verification of an image.
As reported by the Washington Post, InfoWars has been criticized in the past for relying on dubious
information rather than performing a reverse image search:
In what may be one of the more bizarre attacks on the controversial
Common Core curriculum, Alex Jones’s Infowars — best known for
its propagation of wonderfully imaginative conspiracy theories —
published a series of “shocking images out of a classroom in
Jacksonville, Florida” that show “a teacher demonstrating how to
use a strap-on sex toy” to 11-year-old students. The story has since
disappeared, perhaps because a quick reverse image-search makes it
pretty clear that the images came from an LGBT event at a college
in Canada … and that the story itself originated on Modern Woman
Digest, a bad “satire,” i.e. fake-news, site. 18
Mr. Daniels also stated that he saw the image from 4chan on social media, but he pointed
to a similar “satire” fake news source: an anonymous Twitter user known as “Laguna Beach
Antifa,” who was clearly making a bad joke:

The anonymous Twitter account “Laguna Beach Antifa” is a known troll account with a
documented history of hoaxes. A Google search would have revealed this fact, since four of the
top of results on February 13, 2018, for “Laguna Beach Antifa” were articles noting the account
was fake. Even a cursory review of its prior content would have made this obvious as well.
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2014/09/19/what-was-fake-on-the-internet-this-weeksidewalks-for-texters-the-antichrist-and-charging-your-phone-by-microwave/?utm_term=.daf038d93bdc
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Above: The first Google result as of February 13, 2018
In short, the “Laguna Beach Antifa” tweet was not a serious message or genuine allegation.
It was a bad joke by an anonymous internet troll.
Not only did InfoWars fail to take basic steps to verify the photograph, but also, according
to the evidence I reviewed, it was likely motivated by a desire to avoid the truth. Not only does the
article use the recklessly sourced photo of Mr. Fontaine, but it also contains voter registration
information for a certain “Nicolas Cruz,” an individual with a differently spelled name than the
accused Florida shooter, Nikolas Cruz. 19 The InfoWars article also makes the dubious claim that
“the shooter’s garb is very similar to the style worn by ISIS fighters.” The overall content of the
article is an attempt to connect the shooter to left-wing ideologies or Muslim terror through use of
bogus evidence.
In addition, I have reviewed numerous articles and social media posts by InfoWars and Mr.
Daniels which feature alarmist statements about a communist threat to America. It appears likely
that InfoWars’ eagerness to publish anti-communist content to its audience caused it to disregard
the accuracy problems with the photograph.
In sum, it is my opinion that the InfoWars failed to use reasonable care to ascertain the
accuracy of the photograph or the credibility of the allegations. Moreover, it is my opinion that the
InfoWars entertained serious doubt about the truth of their publication. I conclude that the photo
was published with reckless disregard for falsity.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT
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https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/florida/articles/2018-02-16/florida-shooting-suspect-is-not-a-democrat
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